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Roman Atwood and his wife Brittney Atwood are known for posting family vlogs featuring his son, Noah, and their children, Kane and Cora. While Roman initially became popular for posting prank videos on his old channel, he left in 2016 to focus on vlog content. Roman and his family had been on their Roman Atwood Vlogs channel since 2013. Forbes
estimated Roman's net worth at more than $2.5 million in 2015, and had achieved more than 15 million subscribers to its vlog channel. It grew in popularity with the daily vlogs of the Roman, which it maintained for years with only minimal time away from loading. In 2019 he took a break from uploading videos, but returned to his daily vlogs until December 31,
2019. There will be another vlog tomorrow, Roman told THE BIGGEST Happy New Year!!, the last video uploaded to vlog's channel. It was the last video posted before it went silent online, and no further explanation was given as to why the next video was never posted. Comments on his latest video quickly turned to the lack of video he posted. Who else
hopes Roman and his family are okay? One YouTube viewer commented. The problem people have is not that he left, it's that he left without warning. On February 16, 2020, Roman and Britney surprised their fans with a tweet to celebrate Britney's birthday. Happy birthday to my soul mate! Roman said. Brittney tweeted: Thank you all for the birthday wishes!
I love you all so much! You say you love us, but you haven't even spoken to us since New Year's Day. So, what's going on? One user responded on Twitter. Another said: It's pretty obvious that they've forgotten who has made them rich and famous. It wasn't just Roman making these videos day by day, they were all watching these videos supporting their
beloved family on YouTube. Thank you all for the birthday wishes! ♥ ️♥ ️ love everyone so much!  - Brittney Atwood (@_little_britt_) February 16, 2020 These tweets marked the last time fans would hear from the Atwood family before they step back from the internet. In online conversations, viewers have discussed the creator/viewer gap and how they felt
they were owed an explanation as to why Roman and his family had disappeared. The problem people have is not that he left, it's that he left without warning, commented one user. People have established psedo-relationships with vloggers. They feel like a part of the family because they've been watching them every day for years. Theories on social media
have increased months, with some speculating that Roman had lost his passion for making videos and wanted to take a break. Viewers were quick to defend the creator by suggesting that even when Roman had previously lacked motivation to create content, he was always open with his audience and explained She felt. In May 2019, Roman's mother,
Susan Atwood, tragically died when she fell off a scooter and hit her head while the family was traveling. My heart is so heavy. We're all broken here. My mom was everything to us, Roman said in a social media post after the event. Viewers had commented that Roman's father Curtis Atwood was struggling to cope with the death and that Roman may have
taken time off the internet to look after his family in 2020. I've never sued anyone in my life, and now we, as a business, have to protect our brand. It's just crazy. Viewers had also suggested that Roman may have been forced to stop publishing videos because of a legal case with the popular Smile More Store. In July 2019, Roman posted a video titled We're
Getting Suede, in which he said: We are being sued and to protect our brand we have to deal with this. It's no fun. I hate these things. Roman successfully won a similar previous lawsuit over the Smile More brand with a line under the words, starting and connecting from under the S until completion and connection under O in October 2018. I'm sorry I didn't
tell you when we were in the last [lawsuit], Roman says in his video about the lawsuit. It was a lot of stress involved and I always hid it. I've never sued anyone in my life, and now we, as a business, have to protect our brand. He's just crazy. I haven't had the same since @RomanAtwood stopped posting. grateful for the deep happiness this family gives. I
hope you guys are safe and well xo we love you no matter what @SmileMoreStore – dixie normus (@knloibel3) April 25, 2020 While viewers have speculated that posting content on the Smile More Store and promoting the brand may have been restricted during the legal battle, others agree that it's unlikely the legal process will prohibit Roman from posting
any video or social media content at all. Some viewers began commenting on the social media posts of Roman's friends, such as Brian Karl, seeking more information about his disappearance on social media. In one post, one fan commented: Thousands of people message him on Twitter and YouTube every day anxious. Is Roman and the family okay? Can
you say something so I can try to start spreading the message to his community that he's okay? In a rare response, Brian replied: Everything is fine. He also claimed in other comments that Roman and his family were resting. Another comment from a friend of Roman's in a post reads: It's all safe but, yes, dealing with stuff, it'll be back soon! Energy drink
formula brand GFuel, who have previously worked with Roman, also responded to a comment asking why the family had been absent online. They responded by saying that he was spending time with his family and that he would soon be back. Returning. left to spend more time with his family - he will be back soon enough. Trust me. While Roman and his
family don't share content online, viewers have confirmed that they still receive orders from Smile More Store. Brian Carle had confirmed that he was still employed by the company, responding with a thumbs-up emoji when asked if he was still working for Roman. Many Twitter users have shared photos after receiving items from the brand in 2020, and their
online store is still taking orders. However, Smile More Store's Twitter account @SmileMoreStore has not tweeted since December 5, 2019. Although Roman has not promoted the store in his videos, in 2019 he began working with other creators who became ambassadors for the brand. Chloe Donald and Tina Phillips are among those who continue to
promote discount codes for the store and generate additional sales. Although no new videos have been posted, Roman's vlog channel videos still received over 10 million views in April 2020, many of which show him talking about the store and promoting his products. This has reassured fans that while Roman is absent online, his business continues to
generate income and fulfill the orders he receives. @SmileMoreStore so my sticker just came yesterday honestly so happy with the roll until I can put it on my motorcycle  I'm an anarchist who will gladly promote the smilemore store best buy ever payday I'll be ordering loads more stuff  – Drew-smith-allen (@Drewallen2121) May 10, It is unclear
when Roman will return to posting content on his YouTube channel, although sources close to the family have suggested it is only a temporary break while the family rests. Meanwhile, his channel continues to promote its positive message by telling viewers to stay positive and smile more. Do you want more? For updates follow @TenEightyUK on Twitter or
like TenEighty UK on Facebook. Be held by police and handcuffed and then the currents turn off. Really weirdPage 2 4 comments comments
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